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Sean moved to Kidder Mathews in February 2018 to focus on his leasing and private 
capital investment services in the Central City. With an agency representation 
emphasis, Sean takes a holistic approach helping clients navigate through 
complex opportunities, provide creative solutions and clear action plans for 
long-term success. Seasoned insight, an engaging and collaborative approach, 
a wide range of deep business and industry relationships and the ability to 
maintain a disciplined ownership perspective has led to successful transactions 
and investment returns for regional, national and international clients during 
the past 14 years.

BACKGROUND

As an accomplished CRE executive, Sean has successful experience ranging 
from tenure at a top global commercial real estate services firm to ownership 
and management of a high-performing, boutique Portland company.  He brings 
this experience, breadth of knowledge and philosophy for collaborative success 
to the Kidder Mathews platform. 

Having developed strategies and led successful negotiations for transactions 
in warehouse and distribution buildings, industrial business parks, retail, flex, 
value-add and core office assets, Sean’s experience and perspective is unique 
in the market.  He believes the core focus of his business is the interrelation and 
balance of creativity, strategy development, focused project team execution and 
nurturing lasting relationships.   

Whenever possible, Sean spends his personal time surrounded by nature. If there 
are trees, mountains or natural bodies of water, he is present. Immersing himself 
into foreign cultures and environments, with the bonus of surfing or working in 
youth outreach, is his ultimate travel experience. And, when a trip abroad is out 
of reach, rooting for the Timbers is a strong consolation prize. 

EDUCATION

BS from University of Montana

CIVIC ACTIVITIES

COURTS FOR KIDS,  Board Member 2015-2017, Lead student trips to India, 
Panama, Indonesia and Peru

T 503.721.2712   
C 503.516.0097

sean.mccarthy@kidder.com

101 SW Main St 
Suite 1200 
Portland, OR 97204


